Abstract-A novel method of identifying boundaries of wireless sensor networks deployed on 2D and 3D surfaces is presented. It does not require costly, error prone localization algorithms or physical locations of nodes. Instead, a Virtual Coordinate System (VCS) is used in which each node is characterized by the hopdistances to a set of randomly selected nodes known as anchors. To use geometric relationships for boundary detection, it transforms the VCS to a Topology Preserving Map (TPM). A TPM generation scheme for networks deployed on 3D surfaces is derived as well. The boundary detection scheme proposed is simple, not computationally intensive, energy efficient, and can be used with physical coordinates as well. Five representative example networks show the proposed scheme to be effective, with 100% of boundary nodes identified correctly with no erroneous identification of non-boundary nodes as boundary nodes. Use of TPM based boundary detection scheme for detecting dynamic event boundaries, such as those of plumes, in a distributed manner is also illustrated.
INTRODUCTION
Boundary detection plays a crucial role in information fusion and dissemination in 2D and 3D Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications such as target tracking, plume tracking, forest fires, animal migration, underwater WSNs and surveillance applications. It is also often important for selforganization of networks.
A network has a specific embedding and can have three different types of boundaries which the scheme presented in this paper aims at detecting. First is network's outer boundary which consists of a unique subset of nodes. Second is an inner boundary. The last type of boundary is an event boundary. For example events such as mobile targets or forest fires have highly dynamic event boundaries while an underground chemical plume may have boundaries that change gradually over time.
Currently available boundary detection schemes that have been targeted exclusively at 2D networks can be broadly categorized as physical information-based and topological /connectivity information-based [1] [4] schemes. The former uses physical position of nodes to identify the boundary while the latter uses topological/connectivity information of the network. Physical domain schemes rely on node location or physical position information obtained using localization algorithms or GPS. Equipping nodes with GPS is costly and infeasible for many applications. Localization based on parameters such as RSSI/time delay is error-prone even for 2D networks of modest size, is susceptible to interference, multipath and fading, which makes it impractical in many environments. Future sensor networks may have thousands or even millions of sensors, and hence distributed strategies that do not accumulate errors, and scalable in cost and complexity are of significant interest.
An alternative approach is connectivity based boundary detection [10] [12] . A connectivity domain description of a network can have more than one valid embedding (configurations) [12] in physical domain, even though only one of them corresponds to the physical network. The actual embedding is one out of the many, but identifying the correct embedding solely based on the connectivity information is challenging. Hence, connectivity information based boundary identification captures a union of boundary nodes in every embedding. As a result the actual set of boundary nodes is a subset of it which leads to identifying a band of nodes as boundary nodes [12] . Due to such difficulties there is no connectivity based approach available to identify boundaries on 3D surfaces to the best of our knowledge.
Boundary detection in connectivity domain requires two steps: (1) identifying the correct embedding, and (2) detecting boundary. We propose a novel two step connectivity based approach for boundary detection. It produces highly accurate results by overcoming the ambiguity of network boundary due to multiple embeddings in connectivity domain. It uses a Virtual Coordinate System (VCS) to generate a Topology Preserving Map (TPM) that identifies the correct physical embedding. In VCS, a subset of nodes is selected as anchors [3] . Then all the nodes in the network including anchors estimate their shortest path hop distance to the anchors and use those values as virtual coordinates. Number of anchors is the cardinality of the coordinates. TPM is simply a map of the original network, in the original physical dimensionality, in which the neighborhood is preserved. 2D topology preserving map (TPM) generation based on virtual coordinate system (VCS) is discussed in [2] . The technique does not involve measuring signal strengths or time delays, which are costly and often impractical to implement in large scale networks. This paper is also the first to address the generation of topology preserving maps of 3D surface networks. Emerging technologies point to many applications for such networks. For example, an oil pipeline, a boiler or a bridge that needs to be monitored for corrosion, temperature distribution, or structural integrity. Tiny nano-sensors capable of wireless communication and minimal computation capability can be deployed in massive quantities on their surfaces.
In Section II, the related work is discussed. Next in Section III methodology of 3D topology preserving surfaces is proposed. Then, inner, outer and event boundary recognition of 2D and 3D networks are discussed in Section IV. Section V evaluates the performance of the proposed boundary detection algorithm, while Section VI concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Network boundary detection
A decentralized localized algorithm to identify the perimeter nodes using a barycentric technique on neighborhood information is described in [9] . In [5] , sensor nodes remotely collect data about various points on the boundary and estimate the boundary along with the confidence intervals using a regression relationship among sensor locations and the distances to the boundary. A Voronoi and neighbor-embracing polygon based localized boundary detection approach is discussed in [6] , while [11] proposes a localized perimeter detection algorithm for dense networks based on the angle between nodes. A localized algorithm for 3D boundary detection based on unit ball fitting followed by a reinforcement algorithm named isolated fragment filtering is presented in [13] for a network with known node locations.
In [10] , nodes identify patterns called 'flowers'. If a flower exists, the node is an internal node. In an extension of this work in [12] , nodes try to identify a family of patterns by defining a set of rules. If a node satisfies the defined set of rules it is an internal node. An isocontours based hole boundary detection scheme is proposed in [6] . This algorithm requires significant computational power.
B. Event boundary detection
The goal of event boundary detection is to detect the profile or the contour of a region or a surface over which the event has occurred. Examples of events include spread of a chemical plume, or contour of a segment of field which needs application of fertilizer. Reference [1] proposes an algorithm for detecting event boundaries based on a Gaussian mixture model. Main disadvantages are the uncertainty associated with the probabilistic prediction and the complexity. Three different schemes based on localized algorithms to identify event boundaries are proposed in [1] , namely statistical approach, classifier-based approach and image processing approach. A median-based localized approach is presented in [4] for faulty sensor identification and fault-tolerant event boundary detection. A noise-tolerant algorithm for event and event boundary detection based on moving averages to eliminate noise effects in evenly distributed localized WSNs is presented in [8] .
III. TOPOLOGY PRESERVING MAPS OF 3D SURFACES
Topology preserving map (TPM) [2] , in the present context, refers to a map of a network that preserves the connectivity topology of a network while capturing the physical properties of the network such as its shape, internal and external boundaries, and their relationships. Recent research [2] provides an intriguing approach for extracting TPMs of 2-D networks from hop distances to a small set of nodes. Here we extend it to 3D surface networks.
Consider a network with nodes. Denote the i th node by 1 . A VC system is used in which each node is characterized by a vector of virtual coordinates denoting the distances to each of a set of anchors ( 2D topology maps generated in [2] is based on second and third columns, [ , , of . We extend it to 3D by taking second, third, and fourth columns of , to provide a set of 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinates for node positions on a 3D topology preserving map. Therefore topological coordinates of node can be written as, , , , ,
where is j th PCs of node . The extracted Topology Coordinate System for 3D surfaces, like its counterpart for 2-D [2] , possesses many of the properties of the physical coordinate system. In network realization of the TPM algorithm is broadly discussed in [2] [2] . Same implementation can be extended to 3D.
IV. SENSOR NETWORK BOUNDARIES
Next we address the identification of the nodes forming the network boundary. Three types of boundaries are of interest: (a) network outer boundaries, (b) network inner boundaries, and (c) event boundaries. Consider the example network in Fig. 1(a) . Each node can communicate with its 1 hop neighbors, and up to four neighbors are possible. We define the boundary of a network as the set of nodes that has a contribution toward the outer bound of the network communication (can also be interpreted to mean sensing) coverage. Hence the identified boundary nodes need not to be connected in the communication topology. Consider the coverage by the entire network as in Fig 1(b) . If the outer physical loop of the coverage is considered, then the nodes that have contributed to this loop are boundary nodes. Outer boundary and the inner boundary of the network are as indicated in Fig 1(a) . Network boundary is a function of a nodes' communication range and node density of the network. Boundary nodes in the 3D case can be defined the same way.
First, the detection of boundaries in 2D networks is considered, and then the algorithm is extended to 3D network surfaces.
A. 2D network boundary detection
Consider a 2D network. In a connected network any node has one or more neighbors. Let the node, which is to be tested for a boundary node be . Assume it has neighbors denoted by , 1, … , . If is 1 or 2, is a boundary node. When is 3 or greater an algorithm is required to check whether is a boundary node or an internal node.
Consider the case where has three or more neighbors. Let the topological coordinates of be , , , . Select any three neighbors N , N and N (Fig. 2) . If is an internal node, area of triangle N N N , denoted by ∆N N N is the same as the total area enclosed by ∆N N N , ∆N N N , and ∆N N N . If N is an external node, area of ∆N N N is lower than the total area enclosed by ∆N N N , ∆N N N , and ∆N N N . Fig. 2 illustrates this relationship. If is an external node for all of the triplets of its neighbors, then is a boundary node. If there exist at least single triplet of neighbors where is an internal node, is not a boundary node. Instead of evaluating trangular areas, polygonal area evaluation can be used in the case of 3. Again the area of a polygon can be calculated in terms of triangles. In this paper we consider the relatinship in terms of triangles for the boundary detection. 
The area ∆N N N can thus be found in terms of , and using the Heron's formula: ∆ (5) where S is the semi perimeter of the triangle (6) The boundary detection algorithm is summarized in Fig. 3 During our experiments we observe that if nodes , and lie on the boundary of the network, algorithm will fail to identify as a boundary node.
B. Boundary detection in 3D surfaces
When we consider WSNs on 3D surfaces, the distance between two nodes may be the curvilinear distance between them and not the Line-of-Sight distance. But for our boundary detection algorithm operates in a one hop neighborhood, and hence the LOS (Line-of-Sight) distance is a reasonable approximation sufficient for decision making. L 2 is used to approximate for the curvilinear distance. However, in area 
D. Event boundary detection
To detect the boundary corresponding to t detecting a certain event, the nodes detecting internal flag, 'event detected' or E. The ev detected by executing the algorithm only o nodes with E set. The algorithm can easily detect contours of the sensed phenomenon, multiple flags corresponding to different cont actual sensed value for E instead of it being a B
V. SIMULATION RESULTS: NETWORK BOUNDARY DETECTION
The performance of the boundary detect evaluated next. We use the five example convex and concave boundaries that are rep variety of networks. The number of nodes ra 800. The networks are (a) a spiral network network with a C shaped concave void, (c) a with three voids, (d) a square network with an and (e) an odd shaped network, and. MATLA simulator was used for the computations. R that 10 randomly selected anchors result in maps and therefore our simulations use 10 an proposed anchor placement scheme in [3] performance with less number of anchors.
Existing connectivity information b detection schemes [10] [12] evaluate the through visually inspection. Instead we defi formal metrics that capture the accurac identification A% and the error identification E% as follows: A% # nodes that are correctly iden Total number of Boundary n E% # nodes that incorrectly ident # nodes that are correctly iden
A. Network inner and outer boundary identifi
In the simulation a single hop neighborhood Results for boundary detection for the five net in Fig. 4 . As it can be clearly seen for network k shapes: (a) a spiral network, (b) a circular network with a C shaped co E shaped void, and (e) an odd shaped network.
ed for distance culation.
the set of nodes g the event set an vent boundary is on the subset of y be extended to e.g., by having tours or using the Boolean flag.
AND EVENT tion algorithm is e networks with presentative of a ange from 300 to k, (b) a circular circular network n E shaped void , AB® 2009b based Ref. [2] indicates n good topology nchors. Recently achieves similar based boundary eir effectiveness ine and use two cy of boundary in boundary ntified odes % tified ntified % ication was considered. tworks are shown ks in Fig. 4 (a) - (e) value is zero for % and 100% for effectiveness of the proposed schem network boundary without need for to the implementation complexity w A% or E% of [10] 
B. Event boundary detection
In this section the effectiveness boundary detection is analyzed. W there is an event where the boundar forest fire or a chemical plume. instances of a synthetic event Proposed algorithm identifies and tr illustrated in Fig. 5 . The value o detection is zero, but the % is 90% two cases in Fig. 5(a) and (b) res scheme that identifies a dynamic using physical information of the ne
C. Topology Preserving Maps and surfaces
Two example networks deplo considered as shown in Fig. 6 of the algorithm for event e simulated the case where ry changes with time, e.g., a
Fig 5 indicates two time that expands with time. racks the event boundary as of % of event boundary %, when averaged over the spectively. This is the first event boundaries without etwork.
Boundary detection of 3D
oyed on 3D surfaces are lustrate the effectiveness of on.
joining two perpendicular e 512 nodes, each with a 0 randomly placed anchors b. Cylinder with a hole: A cylindrical stru 2.54 and height 24 with a hole through voids on the surface on opposite sides) is c nodes, each with a communication ra randomly placed anchors were used. Topology preserving maps of the corresp topologies are shown in Fig. 7 . The results cle the effectiveness of the topology preserving m network deployed on 3-D surfaces without us information. Next we apply the 3D surface boundary detect the two networks. Results are illustrated in F joint and the cylinder with holes. The algo detect the boundaries with A%= 100% accu 0%.. To our knowledge no other algorithm surface boundary detection based on connecti We attribute to the complexity of the prob connectivity to 3D shapes by generating TPMs
VI. CONCLUSION
A boundary detection scheme is proposed require physical locations of nodes by relyi Preserving Map (TPM) generated using virtu the network. TPMs overcome the challenge o actual physical embedding of the networ coordinates out of all the possible con embeddings. Moreover, paper discusses TP 3D surfaces for the first time. Five representat two simple example 3D networks and a sy event example show the effectiveness of boundary detection capability. Even though capability of the boundary detection using co 
